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The bblluuee  bbaanndd identifies this TTL/Digital cord as digital-compatible.
Connect one Ikelite TTL/Digital Substrobe to one Ikelite TTL/Digital housing. The strobe can be
fired in TTL/auto and manual exposure modes, provided the housing features the appropriate
TTL/auto hot-shoe assembly. Otherwise the strobe triggering thru the cord is limited to manual
exposure only. Please refer to your housing instruction manual or the Ikelite internet web site for
additional compatibility information.

ONLY IKELITE TTL/Digital SUBSTROBES CAN BE CONNECTED.
DO NOT use the TTL cord on a non-TTL strobe; you will damage the camera.

CCOONNNNEECCTT  TTHHEE  CCOORRDD__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Both cord ends are identical. Either end can be connected to the strobe or housing.
1. Make sure all components are dry.
2. Clean and lightly lubricate the stem o-ring and both the strobe

and housing connector threads. Check the o-ring for nicks or cuts.
3. Note the positioning of the receptacles and pins. Properly

align the end of the sync cord and insert into the strobe and
housing connectors.

4. Hand-tighten the knurled ring on the sync cord.
5. Push the connector body further into the connector and continue

to tighten the knurled ring.

DO NOT remove the sync cord from the strobe or camera underwater or when wet. Connec-
tions are NOT waterproof when disconnected underwater.

DO NOT leave the cord connected for prolonged periods. Otherwise, the cord may
freeze to the strobe or camera. After each dive, disconnect the cord and lightly

lubricate the connector threads. Never use spray lubricant.

LLIIMMIITTEEDD  WWAARRRRAANNTTYY  __________________________________________________________________________________________________________
All Ikelite products are warranted against any manufacturing defects for a period of one

(1) year from the date of purchase. Defective products should be returned prepaid to Ikelite. Ike-
lite will, at its discretion, repair or replace such products, and will return to customer prepaid. All
other claims, of any nature, including but not limited to bulb failure are not covered. Except
as mentioned above, no other warranty expressed or implied, applies to this Ikelite product.
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